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Ebola Culture And Politics The
Exposing the politics and culture of international aid
The Ebola response in West Africa Exposing the politics and culture of international aid Marc DuBois and Caitlin Wake, with Scarlett Sturridge and
Christina Bennett October 2015 HPG Working Paper HPG Humanitarian Policy Group About the authors Marc DuBois is an independent
humanitarian consultant/researcher/blogger Previously he was the Executive
The Ebola Lessons Reader - International Rescue Committee
4 Overseas Development Institute HPG Working Paper The Ebola Response in West Africa: Exposing the politics and culture of international aid July
10, 2015 5 The report of the Harvard-LSHTM Independent Panel on the Global Response to Ebola Will Ebola change the game? THE EBOLA
LESSONS READER The Ebola Lessons Reader 3 4 The Ebola
Haemorrhagic Fevers in Africa: Narratives, Politics and ...
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Haemorrhagic Fevers in Africa: Narratives, Politics and Pathways of Disease and Response Haemorrhagic fevers have, par excellence, captured
popular and media imagination as deadly diseases to come ‘out of Africa’ Associated with wildlife vectors in forested environments, viral
haemorrhagic fevers such as Ebola, Marburg and lassa fever figure
PUBLIC HEALTH Lessons from the Ebola front lines
(resulting from history, politics and culture), the competition between international organ - izations and (sometimes) the self-serving motivations of
individuals in high-stress situations We fracture along lines of existing weaknesses Sabeti — who was part of the Ebola response effort — and Salahi
show that
Liberia: Political Transition and U.S. Relations
Liberia’s Ebola epidemic originated in the country’s northern neighbor, Guinea, and spread to Liberia in March 2014 It was largely controlled by
mid-2015 Liberia suffered 10,666 cases with a 45% fatality rate, according to the World Health Organization, which declared the country Ebola-free
in mid-20166 The epidemic sharply curtailed
Comparison of social resistance to Ebola response in ...
ethnicity, party-politics and so on It is here that we now pick up on the contrasting ways that Ebola and responses to it have played into ethnic and
party-political relations in the region It is the practices of state formation and administration that have been so different in Sierra Leone and Guinea
Guinea
Social science intelligence in the global Ebola response
The Ebola response shows the need for new global mechanisms to be established that can rapidly mobilise all experts who can bring relevant local
contextual, medical, epidemiological, 1 Hewlett B Ebola, culture and politics: the anthropology of an emerging …
Ebola: limitations of correcting misinformation
Ebola virus disease have been exhorted to “put aside, tradition, culture and whatever family rites they have and do the right thing”2 Messages
designed to correct perceived misunderstandings3 include: “Ebola is caused by a virus Ebola is not caused by a curse or …
Biological Threats in the 21st Century: The Politics ...
ture a culture of peace and non-violence The driving force behind this book has been a desire to develop the next generation’s understanding of the
social contexts of biologi-cal threats and our responses to them, and, through this, to strengthen its resolve that biological weapons are …
Epidemic Entertainments: Disease and Popular Culture in ...
Epidemic Entertainments: Disease and Popular Culture in Early-Twentieth-Century America Nancy Tomes Over the last 20 years, “killer germs” and
“superbugs” have become familiar features of American popular culture Against the backdrop of a global AIDS pandemic that has claimed almost
14million lives, the news media and entertainment
The Ebola Crisis in Sierra Leone: Mediating Containment ...
The epistemic politics around the Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone offers a case study for how con-tainment and engagement become entwined
through negotiations amongst different kinds of actors as emergencies unfold, and highlights the material consequences of this entanglement The
story of how Ebola was imagined as crisis and its implications is
Support Services for Survivors of Ebola Virus Disease ...
Ebola, culture, and politics: the anthropology of an emerging disease Belmont, CA: Thompson Wadsworth; 2008 5 Focus 1000 Study on public
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knowledge, attitudes, and practices related to Ebola virus disease prevention and medical care in Sierra Leone Available at
Understanding Social Resistance to the Ebola Response in ...
Social Resistance to the Ebola Response in Guinea 11 transformed religious practices and existential fears4 Works on political culture and the place
of initiation societies in it, such as those by McGovern
Socio-Economic Impact of Ebola Virus Disease in West ...
of Ebola at the regional level and in each of the 15 countries in West Africa Analysis of the short- and medium-term costs of the Ebola epidemic
should spur governments of non-affected countries to act quickly to put in place preventive measures The 2014 Ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak in
West Africa is the longest, largest, deadliest,
The Impact of Political, Economic, and Cultural Forces
The Impact of Political, Economic, and Cultural Forces By William Julius Wilson T hrough the second half of the 1990s and into the early years of the
21st century, public attention to the plight of poor black Ameri-cans seemed to wane There was scant media attention to the problem of concentrated urban poverty (neighborhoods in
Epidemic Entertainments: Disease and Popular Culture in ...
Epidemic Entertainments: Disease and Popular Culture in Early-Twentieth-Century America Nancy Tomes Over the last 20 years, "killer germs" and
"superbugs" have become familiar features of American popular culture Against the backdrop of a global AIDS pandemic that has claimed almost 14
million lives, the news media and entertainment industries
SEMESTER AT SEA COURSE SYLLABUS
SEMESTER AT SEA COURSE SYLLABUS University of Virginia, Academic Sponsor Voyage: Spring 2015 SARS, Ebola, and Avian Influenza enter the
human population and the challenge they pose to health systems Ebola, Culture, and Politics Chapter 8, pp 131-138, only
University of Virginia, Academic Sponsor
University of Virginia, Academic Sponsor Voyage: Spring 2015 Discipline: Anthropology Ebola, and Avian Influenza enter the human population and
the challenge they pose to health systems The ways in which cultural, political-economic, and environmental factors influence health Ebola, Culture,
and Politics Chapter 8, pp 131-138, only
45th Annual Meeting of the Society for Cross-Cultural ...
Hewlett of Ebola, Culture, Politics: The Anthropology of an Emerging Disease SCCR Newsletter, Fall 2015 President’sMessage*!! ! ! Greetings, SCCR
Colleagues! I was delighted to see so many of you at the SCCR Conference in Albuquerque, NM this past February Many
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